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Ingredients: Background

I 2017-18 we experimented with videoing whiteboards:

I October 2018 - maths staff were issued with ipads, pencils + dongles.
Workflow:
I Prepare slides (optional!)
I Use iPad to present (dongle/wirelessly connect to projector)
I Handwrite on slides
I Record screen and audio (not native iPad screen recorder)
I Upload to LMS.
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Ingredients: Example

Theorem 6.4: Inverse image characterisation of continuity

Let T : (X ,d) → (Y , ρ). The following are equivalent

1. The map T : (X ,d) → (Y , ρ) is continuous
2. for all open O ⊂ Y the inverse image T−1 (O) ⊂ X is open
3. for all closed C ⊂ Y the inverse image T−1 (C) ⊂ X is closed



Ingredients: Example

Proof: 2 ⇒ 1

Assume that the inverse image of any open set is open.

Let x ∈ X and consider the open set Bε (T (x)) ⊂ Y .

Then
T−1 (Bε (T (x))) ⊂ X

is an open set containing x .



Ingredients: Reception

I Adopted in most maths modules by September 2019.
I Matt and I have over 200 hours of iPad recorded lectures across UG and PG

provision.

I Students
I “My favourite thing about the teaching at Middlesex is… the video recording of

lectures for our modules.”
I “You can explore it in your own time”
I “The recordings are very useful, even though I attend the lectures.”
I “All the explanations are on the video, you can really see what the lecturers are

doing.”

I Very positive reception.
I Large engagement.
I Highly utilised - students even listening to audio on commutes.
I Requested across all modules.
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Ingredients: Lockdown

I March 2020 Lockdown - Moved this delivery to Zoom using laptop + iPad.
I Connect both devices to the same Zoom meeting.
I Use laptop to engage with and keep track of students
I Use iPad to present and annotate
I Record:

I either Zoom (on laptop) or
I app on iPad (e.g. Vittle Pro).

Seamless!



Adding to your blend: Video-editing

Don’t edit.

I Initially edited out “ums”, “ahs” (and the occasional error!)
I But this was unsustainable.
I We’re recording live lectures - there’s no opportunity or expectation for perfection.
I Show your students that you make mistakes and correct them.

Don’t edit out this important process!
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Adding to your blend: Post-processing

I Re-encode for smaller file size: https://ffmpeg.org/
e.g. 1h 42m lecture/workshop

423mb MOV

141mb MP4

ffmpeg -i lecture.mov -c:v libx264 lecture.mp4

This does take some time (depending on computer hardware) but gives more
manageable files!

Wishlist:

I Bookmark videos, so students can find specific content quickly.

 https://ffmpeg.org/
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Adding to your blend: Breach the digital divide

Issues:

I Student access to internet / laptop.

I Student’s work/note-taking device is now their projector screen.
This is even worse if lecture notes are digital as well.

I We need to see students’ hand-written work.
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Adding to your blend: Breach the digital divide

Our plan:

I Initial mailshot of printed lecture notes (or campus collection)
I Internet access:

I Make sure offline video access is possible.
I Students may need to download videos using coffee shop WiFi once per week.

I Hardware:
I Students are loaned iPads + pencils.
I Laptops are desirable (there is a university loan scheme)
I We plan for most sessions to be accessible with just an iPad:



iPad split screen



Encourage remote engagement

I Upload videos quickly (same day as the lecture)
I Get a high-quality microphone (not your built-in laptop mic)
I Use breakout rooms while students are working on problems - let them share their

handwritten screens
I Our hosting platform (Kaltura) gives really good analytics:

I gives us targets for making polished videos.
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Questions?

Apps used:

I Vittle Pro
I PDFExpert
I Zoom

LATEXpackages:

I tcolorbox


